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Abstract 
The majority of the world’s large enterprises are still using mainframes for their core 
applications, and mainframe data is mission-critical for them. 
 
According to research -  

● 96 of the world’s top 100 banks use mainframe computers 
● 71% of the Fortune 500 companies use mainframes 
● Mainframes handle 90% of all credit card transactions made globally 
● Mainframes handle 68% of the world’s IT production workloads  

 
Mainframe-based enterprises have embraced cloud computing throughout many 
parts of their organization, but mainframe participation in the cloud has remained 
minor. Furthermore, many large enterprise customers have no short-term plans to 
retire their mainframes, but are handicapped by that disconnect between the 
mainframe and the cloud. One prominent example is that of cloud-based AI/ML and 
analytics applications, which are unable to access mission-critical mainframe data 
and therefore make suboptimal business decisions.  
 
Together, Microsoft and Model9 provide solutions that enable these customers to 
leverage Azure as a storage solution for mainframe data. These solutions -  

● Provide cyber resiliency for mainframe data  
● Replace costly backup and archive solutions 
● Allow cloud-based AI/ML and analytics applications to access mainframe data  

 
The diagram below illustrates the architecture of the joint Azure-Model9 solutions 
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Workflow: 
1. The Model9 agent acts as an interface for data migration between z/OS and 

Azure. 
2. The agent reads data from the mainframe and then migrates that data to 

Blob Storage. 
3. Model9 cloud data platform for mainframe manages and transforms the 

migrated data from on-premises to Blob Storage. 
4. The Model9 cloud data platform transfers migrated data to Azure data 

services. 
 
For additional technical information about the architecture and implementation of 
the joint solution, please refer to the relevant Microsoft documentation.  
 

Cyber resiliency: Model9 Shield  
Establishing cyber resiliency is not an easy task. The volume and frequency of cyber-
attacks is continuously on the rise, while at the same time IT systems grow in 
complexity, and attack surfaces become larger.  
 
On top of this, additional pressure to achieve cyber resiliency is being fueled by data 
privacy regulations,  non-compliance with which might lead to heavy fines. As an 
example, about a 1,000 companies were fined in the past couple of years for not 
complying with the GDPR of the EU, with cumulative fines of around $1.25 billion. 
 
IT leaders are therefore under major pressure, as they need to better prepare for 
cyber attacks - while at the same time lower the risk of non-compliance. Since cyber 
resiliency initiatives cover a broad range of areas, from ensuring employee happiness 
all the way to tightening DevOps processes, it is increasingly difficult for IT leaders to 
prioritize and find the best areas on which to focus their limited resources in order to 
get the best cyber resiliency ROI . 
 
When examining the broad range of topics which could improve the enterprise’s 
cyber resiliency, it would seem that the area with the best ROI in which one could 
invest, is that of data storage.  
 
Traditional backups alone are not a foolproof cyber resiliency strategy, as more 
sophisticated attackers are now also targeting backup data and not only active data. 
They try to steal backup data, wipe it, and/or use it as a “roadmap” for the active data 
which they intend to lock down for a ransomware attack. Combined with the steady 
increase in volume and frequency of attacks, protecting backups becomes a critical 
area for IT leaders to address.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/example-scenario/mainframe/mainframe-modernization-model9
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The Model9 Shield product works with Azure to create immutable copies of 
mainframe data on Azure Blob Storage, which can be encrypted and logically air-
gapped, and which support bare metal /  standalone recovery from anywhere. Since 
mainframes keep programs in datasets along with the data, restoring data from an 
Azure backup actually restores the entire mainframe environment. 
 
Model9 Shield’s patented technology uses IBM DFSMSdss as the data mover to 
create data set backups and full-volume dumps from any direct access storage 
device (DASD) directly to any storage connected to the network, either on-premises 
or in the cloud. Using immutable copies of mainframe data on Azure Blob Storage as 
the backup destination ensures that all copies are protected and cannot be 
tampered with. 
 
It is common for mainframe applications to bypass writing data to disk by directly 
writing it to Virtual Tape Libraries (VTL). However, traditional backup software does 
not backup data residing on VTL, so for these applications VTL data remains as the 
only copy of the data. Since VTLs are accessible from the mainframe at all times, they 
remain vulnerable to cyber attacks - and if the only copy of the data is stored on VTL, 
there is no backup data to use for recovery. Model9 Shield can also backup tape data 
to Azure, thereby solving this problem.  
 
All data moved to Azure  is compressed before leaving the mainframe, and end-to-
end encryption is applied for more enhanced data protection. 
 
The solution -  

● Provides disk and tape data backup 
● Supports standalone (bare metal) recovery directly from the cloud, using 

multiple data paths 
● Backs up tape data directly to cloud storage without requiring interim DASD 

space 
● Creates an immutable copy of the data which is protected from cyber attacks 
● Can logically air-gap the data to ensure further protection 
● Recovers from full volume backups 
● Can perform standalone recovery to anywhere over TCP/IP 
● Utilizes clean room recovery capabilities, either in the customer data center or 

at a managed service provider  
● Validates data integrity before performing recovery 
● Can easily initiate dataset-level recovery  
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Backup/Archive replacement:  Model9 Manager  
The Cloud is the ultimate mainframe peripheral, offering secure, unlimited, tiered 
storage to meet ad hoc needs or permanent requirements. It’s the most powerful 
tool for delivering agility and breaking the endless cycle of hardware and software 
upgrades and chronic overprovisioning typical to a siloed mainframe environment. 
 
Model9 Manager on Azure replaces legacy hardware and software and uses Azure 
Blob Storage, performing all data management functions in a single software-only 
solution. Model9 Manager makes significant use of the mainframe’s zIIP engines, 
which frees up mainframe primary CPU resources and reduces MSU costs by up to 
50%. The solution can replace backup hardware and software, and in some cases 
also eliminates IBM Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) software . 
Furthermore, transfer of data from the mainframe to Azure Blob Storage is done in 
parallel streams over TCP/IP, and therefore writes data to Azure up to five times 
faster than traditional on-premises backup software can write to a Virtual Tape 
Library (VTL). This leads to shorter backup and restore window times and ensures 
the customer can remain within their target SLA despite growing volumes of data. 
Shorter backup window times also mean that mainframe resources get free and 
available for other workloads much faster. 
 
Mainframe data sets can be written or read directly to and from the cloud without 
changing tape-oriented applications or JCL. Model9 Manager intercepts tape 
writes/reads and redirects them to the cloud in a seamless manner. The software-
only solution performs a direct data transfer, requiring no interim disk space on 
Direct-Access Storage Devices (DASD), and enables customers to completely stop 
relying on physical or virtual tape hardware. 
 
With Model9 Manager’s data set import policy feature, it is easy to copy any data set 
directly from tape to Azure Blob Storage. The process has been designed to be 
simple and automated, to support migration of large amounts of data from tape to 
cloud, enabling the complete replacement of VTL hardware with cloud storage. With 
Model9 Manager, it is also simple and  easy to take tape data sets stored in Azure 
Blob Storage and transfer them back to mainframe disk or tape for processing by 
mainframe applications. 
 
Azure Locally Redundant Storage (LRS) automatically replicates the transferred data 
three times within the same data center, and optionally offers zone-redundant 
storage (ZRS) or geo-zone-redundant storage (GZRS) options, which replicate data 
across availability zones or geographical regions to decrease risk of lost data in case 
of a disaster at a single data center.  
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The solution -  
● Simplifies implementation of cloud backup, archive, and DR directly from the 

mainframe to Azure Blob Storage and back 
● Saves on legacy storage costs and software licenses, and reduces MSU 

consumption by 50% or more 
● Reduces the amount of time it takes to backup or restore data 
● Automatically protects data by replicating it within or across availability zones  

 
 

Data analytics and AI:  Model9 Gravity 
Enterprises today have moved to a data-focused approach, in order to derive 
business insights and plan their future growth. Building out the data infrastructure 
to enable business insights can be time consuming and expensive. The data flows in 
from a variety of devices, applications, systems, and services. Since mainframe data is 
mission-critical, it should definitely be part of the data corpus to be analyzed. 
 
The large and growing number of sources often consists of multiple data 
technologies that store different types of data, expose different APIs, and use a 
mixture of security models. The developers who work on aggregating the data must 
have a deep understanding of how to deploy, configure, manage, and integrate 
these different data technologies. Oftentimes such people are expensive and hard to 
find. 
 
Microsoft Dataverse addresses these concerns with an easy to use, easy to manage, 
compliant, secure, scalable, and globally available SaaS data service. Dataverse 
empowers organizations to work with any type of data and any type of app, and use 
enterprise data to gain insights and drive business action. 
 
As part of Microsoft Power Platform, Dataverse requires no or little code to be 
written, so it can easily be used by anyone, from knowledge workers to professional 
developers. Knowing that it's built on top of Azure, organizations choosing Dataverse 
can be confident that it's globally available, compliant, scalable, and secure. 
 
Dataverse is designed to work with any type of data and incorporates all the major 
categories of data technologies that the organization needs—relational, non-
relational, file, image, search, data lake etc. It also includes a set of visual designers 
which allow users to create, edit, and interact with data. This makes it easy to quickly 
define the tables, relationships, business rules, forms, and workflows that represent 
the business. 
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With the easy-to-configure integration features built into Dataverse, deep 
integration with Microsoft's cloud services such as Azure, Dynamics 365, and 
Microsoft 365, plus access to many connectors in Power Automate and Azure Logic 
Apps, Dataverse can connect to the devices, apps, systems, services, and popular 
SaaS offerings that contain and create the enterprise data corpus.  
 
As a result, a wide range of enterprise integration scenarios—from retrieving data 
sent in a spreadsheet as an email attachment, to emerging scenarios such as using 
Dataverse data in a blockchain network—can be achieved with ease and with little 
to no code required. Integration efforts that were previously measured in days and 
weeks can now often be done in hours and minutes. 
 
Dataverse can easily be used to gain insights from data and drive business actions 
using analytics and reporting. Dataverse also includes a variety of ways to deliver 
data and insights to key decision makers. It provides the ability to create lightweight 
charts and paginated reports, but the data it contains can also be used with Power 
BI to create rich, interactive reports and dashboards. 
 
For organizations which are interested in employing AI to analyze their data, AI 
Builder can give anyone in the organization—regardless of their technical 
expertise—the ability to add AI capabilities to the business process flows they create 
and use. Delivered as part of Microsoft Power Platform, AI Builder includes six pre-
built AI models that can be used in Power Automate and Power Apps, and to 
evaluate data within Dataverse.  To support advanced analytics and machine 
learning, Dataverse includes a managed data lake. Data within the lake can be used 
to run Power BI reporting, machine learning, data warehousing, and other 
downstream data processing.  One of the benefits of the fact that the data is in 
Azure Data Lake, is that organizations can take advantage of Azure Synapse 
Analytics. This service can deliver added productivity by bringing together enterprise 
data warehousing, data exploration, code-free data orchestration, deeply integrated 
Apache Spark and SQL engines, and integrated AI and BI. 
 
Mainframe data is often not part of the enterprise’s data fabric, even though it is 
mission critical. When migrated to Azure by the Model9 Gravity product it can be 
made accessible to modern AI/ML and analytics applications. This is done by 
transforming cloud-based mainframe data into formats usable for analysis: Model9 
Gravity allows converting the data into formats readable by Azure Synapse, Azure 
Cosmos DB or Azure Data Lake, or into other standard data formats such as CSV, 
JSON, text, binary, S3, or SQL. The data can then be analyzed using tools such as 
PowerBI.  
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Model9 Gravity’s ability to quickly transfer, transform, and integrate mainframe data 
into cloud storage allows adding the data to the enterprise data lake or data 
warehouse and use it with cloud-native AI/ML and analytics applications. Gravity 
helps eliminate performance bottlenecks and put data to work at the rhythm of the 
business, instead of the other way around. 
 
Model9 Gravity uses an ELT (extract, load, transform) architecture to deliver the 
entire mainframe formatted data set to Azure Blob Storage, and then move it to an 
Azure Data Lake, Synapse Data Warehouse, Azure HDInsight, or any other third party 
data warehouse on Azure. Model9 Gravity uses zIIP to queue data for parallel transfer 
over TCP/IP into the cloud.  
 
Transformation is done in the cloud and not on the mainframe. This speeds data 
extraction and transformation, making the processes highly scalable. In contrast, the 
traditional ETL (extract, transform, load) approach heavily uses mainframe CPU to 
transform data into open formats first, and only then moves it to the cloud. 
Traditional ETL-based processes also require picking data sets one at a time.  
 
Another common solution, Change Data Capture (CDC), focuses on replicating 
updates primarily in databases, even though a lot of the data now resides in other 
data structures. In addition, it is not suitable for dealing with large amounts of data.  
 
Model9 Gravity does not impact online or batch windows, and directly delivers and 
transforms both live data from disk and historical data on tape to Azure in near real 
time. It can access data from DB2 image copies, VSAM data sets, Sequential data 
sets, Partitioned data sets, and Extended Format data sets. 
 
 
The solution: 

● Reduces mainframe MIPS charges  
● Accelerates and scales mainframe data transformation  
● Significantly improves on ETL and CDC tools 
● Makes mainframe data available in Microsoft Dataverse, where it can be used 

by cloud-based AI/ML and analytics applications  
 
 

Conclusion 
The combined power of Azure and Model9 allows enterprises to take mission-critical 
mainframe data to the cloud and make it an integral part of the enterprise’s data 
fabric. Joint solutions by Model9 and Azure help enterprises protect mainframe data 
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from cyber attacks such as ransomware, allow easy backup, archive and DR to/from 
Azure Blob Storage, and make the data accessible for Azure AI/ML and analytics 
applications. 
 
The joint solutions have the following business benefits -  

● Cut costs by reducing expensive mainframe CPU consumption 
● Shorten time-to-value through efficient usage of resources on the mainframe 

and in the cloud 
● Streamline business processes by democratizing the data 
● Reduce risk, as mainframe data and applications are not modified 
● Improve data-driven decision making by allowing AI/ML & analytics 

applications to access mainframe data in the cloud 
● Secure mainframe data by protecting it from cyber attacks 
● Keep mainframe data always available, with cloud-based backup, archiving 

and DR functionalities 
● Replace costly proprietary VTLs with affordable cloud based data 

management services 
 
The joint solutions also boast a set of important technological features -  

● Offload processing to zIIP engines, thus reducing CPU consumption 
● Transform any mainframe data, in any format, including DB2, VSAM, 

sequential and partitioned data sets, to standard open formats such as JSON 
and CSV 

● Mainframe storage agnostic: support any DASD and any tape system 
● Provide cyber resiliency through the creation of immutable, isolated air-

gapped copies 
● Transfer mainframe data (backed up, archived, and full volume dumps) 

directly to Azure Blob Storage, requiring no additional hardware / software 
● Run side-by-side with existing backup and tape management software, for 

simplified migration 
● Provide tools for lifecycle management, retention and expiration of data in the 

cloud 
 

Learn more 
For a detailed Reference Architecture click this link:  Mainframe modernization using 
Model9  
  

https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocs.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fazure%2Farchitecture%2Fexample-scenario%2Fmainframe%2Fmainframe-modernization-model9&data=05%7C01%7CRichard.Cronheim%40microsoft.com%7C2e53c2372703495e04a408da21a0525c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C637859269710949141%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=wZWHRwAegVWWvfapubhhnI3NQb0jIGBaDwH6tFJ%2BksY%3D&reserved=0
https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocs.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fazure%2Farchitecture%2Fexample-scenario%2Fmainframe%2Fmainframe-modernization-model9&data=05%7C01%7CRichard.Cronheim%40microsoft.com%7C2e53c2372703495e04a408da21a0525c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C637859269710949141%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=wZWHRwAegVWWvfapubhhnI3NQb0jIGBaDwH6tFJ%2BksY%3D&reserved=0
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